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Explanatory note
!e respective original documents have been reproduced with minor changes, limited 

to editorial modi"cations introduced to ensure the consistency of presentation within the 
present volume.

In accordance with its Statute, the International Law Commission adopts “dra#” 
instruments, including “dra# articles”. In the recent practice of the General Assembly, 
when dra# articles, as presented by the Commission, are taken note of by the Assembly 
and annexed to one of its resolutions, the reference to “dra#” is excluded. Accordingly, the 
practice of the Secretariat has been to use “dra# articles” when referring to the text in the 
stages of preparation leading up to, and including, their adoption by the Commission. !e 
word “dra#” is not included when making references to the “articles” in their contempo-
rary form, i.e. as subsequently annexed to a General Assembly resolution. !is practice has 
not been uniformly followed by the various courts and instances cited in the compilation 
of decisions prepared by the Secretary-General. !e respective methods of referring to the 
articles, as re$ected in the extracts, have been retained for reasons of historical accuracy.

A reference (in square brackets) to the United Nations document symbol (together 
with the relevant paragraph or footnote number therein) has been added a#er each deci-
sion extracted from the compilation of decisions prepared by the Secretary-General.

!e footnotes in the present volume are numbered consecutively (in square brackets) 
for ease of reference, and are presented together with the corresponding footnote numbers 
appearing in the respective original documents.

With regard to the Annexes, where a title of a decision was presented in English in 
one of the original documents, that title is retained. Where a title of a decision was not 
re$ected in English in the original documents, the title is reproduced in the language in 
which it was presented in the English version of those documents.


